ACCEPTABLE CLOTHING
SUNSsafe & RECOGNISABLE AS L.H.S
Clothes must follow the colour code of LHS, an item purchased from the school uniform shop or plain BLUE or plain MAROON

- Tops must be long enough to cover the midriff and have sleeves. Tank tops, singlets, muscle tops are not to be worn.
- Make-up and jewellery must be kept to minimum. Spike/stud jewellery or any other item that could be used as a weapon are not to be worn.
- Logos/pictures should be no larger than a 10cm circle. Pants, shorts & skirts should be dark coloured.
- Closed in shoes must be worn. Moccasins, Ugg boots, thongs or sandals are not to be worn.
- Hats should be worn outside, but not in class.
- Ideally students should wear a school top or jumper.
- Skirts & shorts should come to mid-thigh. Multi-coloured clothes wear including short skirts/shorts, low-cut tops and pants are not to be worn.

Physical Education – white PE t-shirt, blue or black sport shorts/track pants & joggers
Science & Technology – long hair must be tied back

Peer group competition with clothing is not welcome. Clothing with racist, sexist or anti-social slogans are not to be worn at any time.

Students who are on the oval or basketball courts must wear the above colour code or they will be required to move to the quad or indoor areas. This policy is to make it easier for staff and students to identify intruders.